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Legend: 

B -- Bug fix I -- Improvement X -- Additional explanation

-- Change applies to the Android ELD app -- Change applies to the iOS ELD app -- Change applies to the online portal

Summary of previous Release Notes (241, Feb 22nd, 2023):

- Changes to Violation Notifications 
- The length of VIN in the trailer profile is no longer validated 
- Fix the Signature of DVIR in Landscape Mode
- The Canadian Algorithm doesn’t require eight consecutive hours on the day to verify the Daily OFF Time Required violation
- Add missing Items in the Canadian DVIR Schedule

Released Features
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Changes release 244:

Item Change B/I/X Description

244-1 I Custom DVIR form.
The DVIR menu changed. Now it is divided in: DVIR Report and Manage DVIR.

The Manage DVIR submenu shows the list of the different templates that will be used in the DVIR. It 
could be the template for the entire MOA or for a single Carrier, depending on the View the customer 
is working on.

Carrier will add the DVIR templates as needed.

After giving a name to the new template, the user can select an asset type (tractor, trailer, general) 
and create a customized defect list. Also, each defect item on this new list can have the following 
severity: minor or major.

Custom DVIR forms can then be added to a specific asset. If a driver selects the asset then the driver 
now has the option to perform the customized vehicle inspection report.
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244-2 I Allow drivers to upload documents and photos.
The Drivers tab has a new action button in every row. This new button will display the driver 
documents.

Clicking on the button will show a list of driver’s documents in a table.

Actions associated to the documents:

Insert
Edit
Delete
Download
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